THE BICYCLE BOOM OF THE 1890'S:
THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRIVATE TRANSPORTATION AND THE BIRTH OF THE MODERN TOURIST

BY GARY ALLAN TOBIN

Americans did not make an abrupt switch from using horses to driving automobiles for personalized transport. Between the late 1880's and early 1900, the United States experienced a bicycle craze with millions of Americans buying and riding two-wheelers. This boom had many dimensions. While bicycle enthusiasts awakened a national interest in good roads, they also attended racing events in "crowds comparable to present-day baseball." Women's dress fashions and leisure activities changed dramatically. Contemporary observers also linked the bicycle to changing consumption patterns and social activities: dropping church attendance, new courting standards for the young, and even a decline in piano playing were all attributed to the bicycle.

Although the bicycle had existed in one form or another since the beginning of the nineteenth century, a long series of technological improvements were made before it could meet the needs of a mass market. The "safety," a bicycle with equal sized wheels, was introduced in 1886. Two years later a rubber tire filled with air appeared on the market. With these two innovations, producers provided a machine that was safe, comfortable, and easy to ride. Steady improvements were made in the bicycle's construction in the 1890s. But by 1895, Outing Magazine reported that "the limit of the bicycle has practically been reached." Once the bicycle was safe and comfortable, the riding fad erupted. Women, children and old people were able to mount, pedal, and dismount the safety with the skill and ease that once was possible for only young, athletic men. It seemed to the bicycle enthusiast that a bicycle "fever" had infected the nation. Clubs, parties, clothes, and language all had cycle origins. After the fad was dying in 1901, one observer described the extent of the bicycle's influence in the 1890s:
Bicycle-parties were fashionable. Bicycle-language was spoken as extensively as the language of golf is spoken to-day. Go where you would you could hear nothing but talk about different models and 'century runs' and the condition of the highways; while map-makers reaped a small fortune by publishing little guides and roadbooks for the use of the bicycle fiend. Even the crowded streets of the city swarmed with riders. Business men rode down to their offices on bicycles, and many of them took spins in the Park before breakfast. The great avenues of our larger cities were made extremely picturesque in the dusk of evening by the endless line of bicyclists whose lanterns in the darkness produced the vivid effect of a river of coloured fire.

Isaac Potter, serving as president of the League of American Wheelmen, discussed the economic magnitude of the bicycle boom. He estimated the total bicycle economy to be around $75,000,000. With pride he described the boom in 1896:

There are probably 2,500,000 bicycle riders in the United States, and it is estimated that a million wheels will be sold during the present year. Take into account 250 bicycle factories, 24 tire makers, and 600 concerns dealing in bicycle sundries, all representing a combined investment of $75,000,000, and the bicycle question seems to gain proportions. Add the number and value of repair-shops, race-tracks, and club-houses, and the aggregate jumps again. Consider the fact that this country contains about 30,000 retail bicycle-dealers and about 60,000 persons employed in the 'sundry' factories, and that these numbers are every day growing apace.

The growth of the bicycle industry in the 1890's gives credence to the impressions of the contemporary commentators. In 1890, only 27 establishments produced bicycles—for a total product value of $2,568,326. Output in 1890 was only 40,000 machines. By 1899, the census showed 312 producers, a growth of 1100%. Product value jumped to $31,915,908, an increase of nearly 1300%. About 1,200,000 bicycles were produced in 1896, a jump of 3000%. Employment in the industry grew from under 2000 to over 20,000.

The bicycle economy encompassed much more than just the production of the machines. Over 6,300 repairs establishments operated in 1899 with a product value of $6,760,000. Combined with the production value of the bicycles themselves, the total value of manufacture and repair was over $38,000,000. The manufacture of bicycles consumed over $16,000,000 in materials for production. These figures do not reveal the significant multiplier effect the bicycle produced in the economy. New clothes were manufactured for bicycle riders along with the sundries designed for the pedaling traveler. The economic spin-offs of the bicycle also included club expenditures, tourist industries, and map production. Adding these industries, the total would approximate Potter's estimate.
The bicycle boom was huge, but ownership was far from universal. The urban middle and upper classes formed the bulk of the bicycle market. Most farmers were not part of the bicycle craze for two reasons. First, bicycles were not within their economic reach. The peak years of bicycle popularity were also years of severe depression. Annual farm wages fell from $238 in 1892 to $214 in 1894, rising only to $224 in 1897. Cash was so scarce for many farmers that they were advised "to plan so that little money will be required for table supplies." Second, even if the farmer could afford a bicycle, there was no place for him to ride it. In 1904, of a total of 2,151,379 miles of rural roads, only 144 miles were high typed surface. Long rides over bad roads powered by human energy provided poor transportation. A horse served the farmer much more efficiently than a bicycle.

The League of American Wheelmen was the largest and most influential bicycle organization. League records demonstrate both the urban and middle class nature of the bicycle boom. With each publication, Good Roads Magazine listed the name, state, city, and street address of each individual who applied to become a League member. Since occupation was listed in many city directories along with names and addresses, it was also possible to trace the employment status of League applicants. Most club members lived in big cities, some resided in smaller cities, and a few members came from small towns. Virtually all League members had middle and upper class employment: clerks, bookkeepers, businessmen, and professionals comprised the bulk of League membership.

Total League enrollments in 1897 reveal that the urbanized regions of the country were the bicycle riding centers. The state of Massachusetts had more than twice the number of League members in its clubs than were enrolled from the 26 states of the Plains, Rocky Mountains, South and Southwest combined. About 60% of the League members were enrolled in the Middle Atlantic states, while the New England and Midwestern states accounted for another 30% of the enrollment. Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Ohio, and Illinois accounted for about 75% of the total national enrollment of League members.

Location of bicycle repair shops indicate bicycle riding was restricted primarily to the urbanized states. The United States census of 1900 listed the number and location of bicycle repair shops by state. Calculating the number of persons per repair shop gives an indicator of which states had large numbers of bicyclists and which did not. Urbanized states such as Massachusetts and Connecticut had one repair shop for every 4,610 and 5,700 people respectively. Rural states such as Arkansas and Mississippi had one repair shop for every 109,200 and 129,400 people respectively. Differences between regional location of repair shops were also substantial. The New England states had one repair shop for every 5,621 people while the Southern states had only one repair shop for every 50,558 people.

The urban middle classes found the bicycle so appealing because it was the first transportation mode that was both private and within their economic grasp. The price of new bicycles ranged from $100 to $150 in 1893 and averaged $80 in 1897. Used bicycles were also available at cheaper prices.
1902 the demand had dropped for new bicycles and they cost only $3 to $15. Horses, however, cost $150 to $200 and the price continually increased throughout the 1890s. Minimal upkeep was over $150 annually, with stabling problems making horse ownership impossible for most urbanites.

In an era of growing dissatisfaction with public modes, the urbanite placed high value on inexpensive, private transportation. The street railway was intolerable for most riders, and hardly an ideal for recreational use. Railroad travel had never been popular. Horse travel was private, but even those who could afford horses considered them inefficient, subject to fits of wildness, and easily fatigued. The bicycle, however, was never tired, and quit only when the rider did.

The bicycle grew in popularity as enthusiasts became even less tolerant of other transportation modes. Commentators in both the American and British journals read in the United States coupled their desire for private and self-scheduled travel with vigorous condemnations of public transportation or travel by horse. One author detailed his love for the bicycle in an 1897 article:

... the cycler is far more free to make an outdoor picture than the man cooped up, wedged in the over-crowded seats of the 'diligence,' or else at the mercy of the driver of his own carriage, and the unreliable horses that must be got in due time to the next stage on the route. The cycler need think of no one but himself: he is the perfection of selfishness—the real Ruskin on tour. He can loaf by the wayside whenever he chooses, until he has all the loveliness of the land by heart. ... And as he rides on, there is absolutely nothing to shut out the prospect; no fellow passengers to dispute it with him, no carriage top to obscure it, no silly driver to intrude inane remarks.

The cyclist escaped the schedules and the confinement of rail travel. Bicycling avoided the "rush to a railway station" and "preliminary wading through time tables." Away from all external restraints, the cyclist was free to travel with "no anxiety of any kind." The individual who rode the two-wheeler could travel routes beyond the corridors of the railroad and also experience the joys of motion. The bicyclist could have both "independence of movement" and "freedom from the annoying little limitations of time and space." For some, it was the "next thing to flying."

Equally important as freedom from schedules was the cyclist's option to choose his fellow travellers or ride alone if he wished. The cyclist avoided being "oppressed" with "unseasonable companions." If a rider found those moving alongside him objectionable, he could take another road, or simply ride ahead or behind other travellers. And even though one rode in a crowd, each person was astride his own private machine: direction, pace, and stops were all self-selected. Bicycling then, allowed the unique opportunity in travel to have either privacy, companionship, alternating choices, or even both simultaneously.

The most significant facet of the bicycle boom occurred as the two-wheeler
enthusiasts used their private transport vehicles to create new recreational patterns. During the 1890s the middle classes and the wealthy began bicycle touring en masse. The result was the creation of a tourist service sector in the national economy. The building of these tourist services has been attributed to the automobile, but actually had its inception during the hegemony of the bicycle.

With the creation of the tourist service sector, the bicyclist established new patterns of urban leisure. Although the bicyclists desired freedom from railroad schedules and unwanted companions, they did not want to travel haphazardly. Danger, discomfort, or risk were never components in the bicyclist's conception of adventure. Although the cyclist was free from the restrictions of other transit modes, he did not want to be lost, hungry, or injured. With the advent of mass touring, a recreation service industry was built to fit the cyclist's specific needs and tastes. The arbitrary restrictions of railed schedules, routes, and companions gave way to amenities designed specifically for the touring cyclist. Upon their private vehicles with conceptions of fun strictly defined, the bicyclists were the first generation of the modern tourist.

The bicycle tour became a great escape. Urban cyclists left "the psychic and moral void of the city" by the millions and headed for the countryside. Outing Magazine, the journal for sportsmen, was saturated with articles that described tours through the Jersey Pines, Yellowstone Park, Florida Sands, Rocky Mountains, and scores of other scenic areas. Touring articles also appeared in the other popular journals as well as in Good Roads Magazine, the journal for bicyclists. Newspapers regularly ran stories which described a tour within bicycling range of the city. On the surface, the tenor of this vast literature suggested that the urbanite was seemingly driven by a dislike for the city to seek escape to nature. But a much more subtle phenomenon was occurring than some overt expression of anti-urbanism. In fact, the bicycle tourist demonstrated an overt pro-urban predilection.

The tourist was generally willing to cycle down the open road inhaling fresh air as long as the roads were not too rough and steep or there was not much chance of getting lost. To insure safe and comfortable routes, the bicyclist was served by a complex system of aids. Detailed touring maps and guides appeared regularly in Outing Magazine, The Journal of the League of American Wheelmen, and the big-city newspapers. These maps and guides indicated the best roads to travel and how to avoid routes that were too hilly. From origin to destination, towns, intersections, and landmarks such as churches were described to guide the tourist. Many of the guides were so specific that even trees or rocks served as markers.

The tourist who liked roughing it did not want the trip to become rough. Not only did the maps and guides identify smooth terrain and preferred corridors, but also points where railroad stations and tracks were accessible along the tourist routes. This information was essential since the return trip to nature was made partly by railroad. The tourist might take the railroad to avoid fatigue, time-consuming stretches of poor road, or bad weather. He might also take the railroad to a spot to begin or end his tour. In 1894, the railroads carried over 430,000 bicycles "going to or coming from some point from which a cyclist
was about to start on a tour, or to which he had returned, having completed it. The tour guides gave hints about times to ride the railroad and about which railroads carried bicycles as baggage at no extra charge.

In addition to published materials, the tourist was well guided on the road. The League of American Wheelmen "had in every district a road patrol whose duty it was to post mileage boards and danger signals on all roads used by tourists." These road signs helped the traveller to remain on the best route, avoiding unknown towns or wild country. The cyclist wished to view nature, not wander off into its inhospitable uncertainty.

Most tourists were not only hesitant to become lost in nature; by choice they also refused to eat and sleep in the open spaces. Panoramic views and beauty were appealing, but so were a hot meal and comfortable bed. Although some bicycle enthusiasts advocated camping out, most tourists preferred to stay in hotels and dine at inns. One traveller explained his opposition to overnight camping:

A friend with whom I once made a bicycle tour believes that the expense of such trips could be much reduced by eliminating the hotel, and camping out. His plan necessitates the carriage of some sort of tent, cooking utensils, and food to last for a meal or two. . . . The objections to this scheme are apparent, and except to show upon how few cents a day one may enjoy the pleasures of travel, I have my doubts about it. To make a comfortable bed on the ground will require much clothing, which again means weight. There is also the danger of catching cold, the difficulty of getting washing done, etc.

The urban tourists demanded that the inns and hotels that served them meet their middle and upper class standards of quality. They wished not only to avoid risks with the natural environment, but with the human environment as well. Many tourists despised "the abomination of desolation, the American country tavern" where he was lost in "a wilderness of flapjacks and fried pork." But as tourism flourished, so did the businesses designed to serve it. The tourist found bicycle-related establishments "over favorite routes and often through sparsely settled tracts" and the traveller "seldom wanted for a decent meal or a repair shop."

The roads which became tourist routes and the associated hotels, shops, and inns that dotted the way, sometimes became the bicyclist's sovereign domain. Many tours were announced and arranged, or news of some choice route was distributed to large numbers of bicyclists simultaneously. An article appearing in the New York Times in 1895 described the process that transformed a road into a bicyclist's tourist corridor:

The truck farmers, whose produce-laden wagons could formerly be seen at any time in great numbers stopping at the various road houses, now hurry over this portion of their cityward journey, or take other routes to avoid 'them dern bicycle fellers.' . . . Bicycle riders, the road house keepers have found,
are a better class to cater to than the vegetable raisers who drive to the city with their produce. Not only are their numbers greater, but they spend money more freely. . . . Hence they have altered the character of their hotels entirely. The names once so common of 'Farmer's Home,' 'Marketman's Hotel,' etc., have been supplanted by 'Bicyclers' Retreat,' 'Wheelman's Rest,' and similar names. Every hotel keeper has supplied himself with a foot pump and repair kit for the use of the wheelmen.  

Just as the tourist did not want to travel routes in a haphazard way, neither did he wish to pick hotels nor inns at random. To assist the tourist, the League of American Wheelmen devised an evaluation system that served as both a directory for the tourist and advertising for business establishments. This process included both a certification and discount procedure. A League member described the system:

About 7000 official League hotels have been selected and granted official certificates by the League of American Wheelmen within the past five years. The proprietor of each of these hotels is required to supply good food and clean, comfortable lodging to all travellers, and to accord a certain percentage of discount or rebate from regular prices to all members of the League of American Wheelmen on presentation of membership tickets for the current year. In exchange for this concession, the League publishes a list of all official hotels in the road books, tour books, and hotel books issued for the use of wheelmen; and in this manner the patronage of the hotels is encouraged, the wheelmen are brought together at common stopping-places, and a direct benefit is secured to the organization.  

The evaluation process was made more intricate by a sign-in procedure. Tourists staying at a particular hotel or inn left their remarks in the register to encourage or discourage other tourists from patronizing the establishment. If a hotel was negligent in serving the tourists, the news would be spread even before the publication of the next tour guide. While a hotel was marked as a League-approved hotel, the proprietor was forced to keep his standards up to the tourists' expectations as described in an 1890 article:

The proprietor of each of these [League] hotels is required by his contract to display a certificate in a conspicuous place in his office showing that his house is a League hotel, the certificate to remain as long as the establishment continues to be such. In each of these hotels will be kept a record book intended for the use of L.A.W. members who choose to enter upon its pages information which may be of benefit to those who come after, and it is expected that these entries will be of great assistance in the preparation of the road books which are issued.
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from time to time.62

The touring apparatus constructed by and for the bicyclist provided the tourist with three basic amenities. First, the traveller was able to combine a controlled contact with nature with a maximum of urban comfort. Overland recreation routes away from the city gave the tourist the feeling he was communing with nature, even as the guides, maps, hotels, railroads, and signs insulated him from nature's uncertainty. Back to the open spaces became a process of grasping some visual and other sensual gratification while passing through or stopping at natural scenic attractions. Thus, the tourist was able to mingle with nature without suffering because of it. The urbanite, then, redefined the concept of nature to mean those aspects of the non-human environment that were enjoyable in some way. Bad weather, thorns, and dangerous animals were excluded.

Second, the tourist felt assured that his need for middle class services were available wherever he went. Clean beds, good food, and businesses attendant to his vehicle were primary requisites for an enjoyable tour. Travellers would leave the city only if the same degree of urban comfort were available throughout most of his trip.

Third, by travelling set routes, tourists encountered primarily other bicycle riders. Going to any given city, event, or attraction, a traveller was likely to contact other map-carrying tourists. This companionship would be the result of either planned schedules or the chance meeting on the road. In addition, the cyclists would tend to patronize the same inns and hotels. Not only was the tourist insulated from too much contact with nature, but also from other social groups that might be undesirable. The touring apparatus allowed middle-class urbanites to meet and stay with their own kind. The bicycle allowed transport isolation while the touring route provided social privacy.

Touring with private vehicles in corridors designed for the traveller defined a new form of urban growth. The city bicyclist erased the spatial boundaries which separated urban and rural America. Wherever the tourists went, a service corridor was built to serve them. Incorporated into these travel corridors were the urban amenities for physical comfort and social segregation plus abundant open space. The tourist could see flowers, stop and reflect on the green grass, breathe fresh air and still have sociable company and comfortable lodging. On limited sprees the tourist enjoyed a form of urban leisure made possible by the creation of the ideal city: spacious, beautiful, well ordered, and comfortable. The pathology of urban life was eliminated in the tourist city, or at least made minimal.

The bicyclists initiated a type of touring that the autoists would perfect. The tourist would wish "a machine so built" that they would "ride more easily, faster, and further."63 The traveller began demanding a mode that could "carry more luggage" and make hills "level" and prevent the "head winds" from blowing.64 As the bicycle era ended, the tourist desired not only urban amenities where he travelled, but for the mode itself to meet the criteria of comfort and isolation. The tourist wished to see more, faster, with urban comfort and social isolation built into his machine. Born on the bicycle, the modern tourist would mature in his automobile.
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